The Starfish Story
The following story is an adaptation, and expansion of Loren Eiseley’s essay titled, “The Star Thrower,” published
1969 in "The Unexpected Universe".

There was once a beach nearby that the people named Dead Starfish Beach. Why was it
called Dead Starfish Beach? Since anyone could remember the beach was always
covered with dead starfish and each night 50 new Starfish would wash up and get
stranded on its shores.
“That beach is gross!” People thought.
“That beach smells and is dangerous!” People would say.
“It will never change.” People believed.
The people of the town were convinced that Dead Starfish Beach... is what it is.
One day while walking by Dead Starfish Beach an Old Man saw a Little Girl. The Little
Girl, who was walking along the beach, was finding the living Starfish on the beach and
one by one she would throw them back into the water to safety. The Old Man stopped.
“What are you doing?” the Old Man asked the Little Girl.
"Me? I’m saving the Starfish!” she responded.
“But Little Girl,” the Old Man laughed, “This is Dead Starfish Beach! 50 wash up each
night! There is no way you can make a difference throwing one starfish at a time.”
The girl looked down, found a starfish and showed it to the Old Man. She threw the
Starfish back in the water then she said, “Well it certainly made a whole world of
difference to that one I helped!”
The actions of the Little Girl towards the single starfish caused the Old Man to have an
AHA moment.
“AHA!” the Old Man yelled! “Every action makes a difference.”
But just as quick the Old Man had another thought and began to frown...
“That is nice that you are making a difference for that one Starfish,” said the Old Man,
“but the beach will still never be clean. New Starfish are still going to wash up on the
shore each night.”
The Little Girl smiled and turned to the Old Man.
“What if the one Starfish we throw back, tells other starfish on their way to turn around
because there’s danger here” She continued, “The Starfish that we help can go on to help
others swim away.”

The Old Man smiled. “AHA!” he yelled again, “Every action ripples and continues beyond
our sight.”
The Old Man looked down at the path forming behind the Little Girl. For the first time
in his life he saw clean, beautiful sand on Dead Starfish Beach instead of Dead Starfish.
Did Dead Starfish Beach look like this all along? He thought. The sand looks exactly like
the beaches I travel to for vacation. The whole time I had this beautiful beach right here!
He then cried, “Dead Starfish Beach IS Dead Starfish Beach because that’s the beach I
accept as normal. By not helping I allowed the beach to get this bad. If I help clean up not
only am I helping save the lives of the Starfish but then this beach would be a clean,
beautiful beach that everyone could enjoy!”
And for the third time he cried, “AHA! My actions either help things get better or they let
them get worse. “I GET IT! It is what it is until I do something about it!”
The Old Man handed the Little Girl a Starfish “I CAN and I WILL choose to help!” he
shouted.
As time passed, other people walking by Dead Starfish Beach would see the Old Man
and the Little Girl helping the Starfish and cleaning the beach. They were quite a sight!
One by one, more people watched and began to understand and soon they too joined
along in casting the starfish to safety. Pausing for a breath the old man looked around
and saw that a few people had stopped to help.
“AHA!” he yelled to the Little Girl “Action is Contagious. Look how you have inspired these
people to help! ”
Each day more and more people would come to Dead Starfish Beach. One day however
to his dismay the Old Man began to notice that not everyone was helping cast the
Starfish. There were lots of people doing other things. One person in particular caught
his attention and he decided to introduce himself.
“Hi, I am a Scientist." the person responded. "I've watched you and Little Girl casting back
Starfish and wanted to help. Has anyone thought to learn what is happening structurally
or systematically in the ocean that continues to send the Starfish our way? Perhaps we
can help more Starfish with science!”
Just as the Old Man was going to answer he was cut off “HOT FOOD HERE! COME GET YOUR HOT FOOD!" Someone yelled

“Hot Food?” said the Old Man confused.
“Yes!” The person explained, “ I am a Chef. I saw everyone cleaning the beach and
wanted to help! I must keep my hands clean so I can’t cast Starfish but I figured that
everyone would be hungry. I could make them food and help that way!”
“AHA!” the Old Man laughed. "Everyone has their own actions to help."
No one was just standing around doing nothing. They were helping in their own way...
Everyone helped and the beach wasn’t the same. Now a clean and beautiful beach Dead
Starfish Beach could have a new name!
The End.
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